
 Catchy informative title. 

Introduction answering who, 

what, where, when, why, and 

how. 

Body of the story including 3-5 

major supporting details 

(important facts), interviews (i.e. 

quotes),  overviews, or 

references. 

More details (2-3) which are less 

important but still related to the 

story. 

Inverted Pyramid  

for News Articles

HEADLINE

LEAD PARAGRAPH 

IMPORTANT FACTS

QUOTE

LESS 
INTERESTING 

FACTS

         IMPORTANT

LESS IMPORTANT

The majority of news articles are written in this format.  This makes it easy for the reader to 
(1) skim the headline and decide if he or she wants to read more 
(2) read the lead paragraph to get a brief overview of what the story is about before deciding if 

he or she wants to read more or skip to the next story.  
Most people do not read a paper from cover to cover like they do a book.  Instead they choose 
articles which interest them and skip articles which do not interest them. 
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Writing a News Report
A news report is written to inform people of what is happening. It begins with a lead-an
introductory section that gives the most important information about the story, answering
most or all of the W5 + H questions:

WF"? Wfrere? trVfren? WFat? Wfrvf flow?

After the lead comes the body of the news report. It provides details that build on the facts
given in the lead. Toward the end of the report, the infbrmation may be less interesting and
important. This is the inverted pyramid style of writing. A news report is completed by a
headline that attracts the reader's attention and informs the reader of the topic.

Here are some suggestions that will help you write an effective news report:

. Use inverted pyramid style: This means that most factual information is given in the lirst
paragraph or hvo. This includes the who, where, when. what, why, and how of the event.
The rest of the article, after ttris factual information is given, is made up of supporting
details, quotations, and background information to help the reader understand more about
what happened.

r Para€lraphs in news reporting are usually one or trvo sentences long. They are much shorter
than the paragraphs you would normally be writing of five to serren sentences.

. You may use quotations from people who were at the scene, or you may use the opinions of
experts on the subject. (Of course, for this report, you will have to create these.)This gives
your article more credibility since it is not just one reporter's opinion on what happened.

. Use your best journalistic style, and pretend that you are writing for a real newspaper. Use
connecting rvords and good transitions between sentences and between paragraphs.

. Proofread and rwite legibly! Your goal is for your audience to understand what happened.

14
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r identify and describe characteristics of

arti cl es
. use structural features to aid

comprehension
. use c0mprehension strategies:

scann i ng

What ls a "Free
Press"?

A free press is one that
can express its own
views and opinions and
publish what it believes
to be in the public inter-
est. lt is part of our
democratic tradition that
all individuals in society
have access to facts and

information that affect
them, and are able to
publicly express their
own views and opinions.
However, journalists
cannot say anything they
like. A free press is also
a responsible press that
must ensure its report-
ing is legal, accurate,
and fair.

ffiemss &r€Eccs

-When you want to know what is happening in the world, one thing
you can do is open a newspaper. In newspapers you read the reports and
views ofjournalists who research, write, edit, and publish stories about
current or impending events. News stories about pronrinent national
or international events are usually printed on the first or second page
of a newspaper.There are, however, many other sections in a newspaper,
such as those that focus on local or city news, arts and entertainment,
business, sports, science, comics, family, lifestyles, and classified
advertisements.

Characteristics of a news Article
Journalists bring to the public stories that are both relevant
and interesting. Newsworthy events may

involve important events and/ ot people about whom the
audience is curious.
concern a specific audience. such as an entire ciry. province,
or country.
focus on human interest or drama stories about ordinary
people in challenging or devastating circumstances.
convey news about catastrophes, such as airplane crashes,
natural disasters, etc.
highlight unusual events that are funny, tragic, or interesting.
explore the uniqueness of something that is "a first" or is
the biggest, fastest, tallest, etc.

News stories inform readers about current events. lJsing clear
and factual language,journalists try to represent different points
of view fairly so readers can draw their own conclusions.

64 Chapter 1: Readinq
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Most news stories follow a similar structure and contain many
of the same components.The legend that appears with the
foilowing article identifies the main Gatures of a news story.

ilF

75d (HST included)

Legend

1. Masthead:
nameplate of the
newspaper

2. Headline: catches
the reader s atten-
tion and gives clues

to the story's content

3. By-line: name of the
person who wrote
the story

4.

5.

Wire service: name

of the news agency

that distributed the
story

Date line (or place
line): tells where the
story happened

Lead: introduction to
the text

/ Who? What? When?
Where? Why? How?

Body: details and

additional informa-
tion provided in short
parag ra phs

Photograph: picture
of the main subject

10. Caption: tells what
the photograph is

depicting

1 1. Ouolations: quoted

dialogue of what
someone actually
said

1 2 Reference: tells
where in the
newspaper the
rest of the article
appears

Robert Latimer leaves the court house
in police custody in Battleford, Sask.
Monday.

Noble agreed with the defence argu-
ment that given the circumstances of
the case, the minimum sentence would
amount to cruel and unusual punish-
ment.

"I find that Mr. Latimer's Sec. 12
charter right has been violated and
that he be granted a constitutional ex-
emption from the sentence," Noble
said.

10

11

Please see JUDGE, page 2 12

The case of Robert Latimer wai a nution.f fiont-pugr ,rorV. H. *r. a..rr.d oi murdering his
tv'uelve-year-old daughter, Tracy, who was severely disabled. The original story of Latimer's
arrestwas followed by related news stories about the trial and sentencing.
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, -Latimer decision angers
advocates for disabled

--- By MARTIN O'HANLON
4 

-The 
Canadian Press

-BATTLEFORD, Sask. - Robert
Latimer's long-running 1ega1 saga took
a dramatic turn Monday when a judge
set aside the law and handed him a
sentence of two years less a day for
killing hls disabled daughter.

In a precedent-setting decision that
outraged disabled rights activists,

7 Justice Ted Noble granted Latimer a
constitutional exemption from the
mandatory penalty for second-degree
murder.

- The Saskatchewan farmer had faced/ the prospect of 25 years in prison with
no chance of parole for 10 years.

Noble said Latimer should serve one
_ year in a provincial jail and spend the
/ remainder confiled to his farm in

nearby Wilkie. But experts say he will
likely be released on parole in a few
months.

A weary-looking Latimer sat calmly
o in the prisoner's dock as the sentenceu was read. He was later whisked away

in an RCMP cruiser to begin his sen-
tence.

"We11, things keep improving, I
guess," Latimer said.

Latimer's wife Laura seemed rela-
tively pleased by the decision.

"I think Judge Nobie was a judge of
courage," she said.
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For more information on

news terminology, see

Terms and Techniques

on page 219.

ffie€Fi:l.

Lead The first sentence or two of a
news story which generally contain

answers to the wSH questions.

W5H Befers to the facts of an event:

who, what, when, where, why,

and how.

Hook The part of the lead that is
meant t0 grab the readers' attention
and encourage them to read on.

The hook might be a controversial

statement, a question, a surprising

fact, or a quotation.

Bias The opinions or prejudices of
a journalist (or newspaperlwhich
attempt to influence the readership.

Bias may be evident in what is reported

as well as in what is excluded.

Slant The point of view taken by the

writer of a news article. The writer
selects and arranges the facts to
express a particular slant on a story.

The same story can be, and often ls,

reported from different slants.

Feature Article A type of news story

that provides more in-depth coverage

than a factual account. Feature articles
have a clear point of view and may

try to entertain or persuade as well as

inform the reader. 0ften, a feature
article will focus on an investigation
of complex issues.

6t\EfiMa/'6
1.0$o.V

The strategies used to read a newspaper article can be

Chapter 1: Reading

applied to electronic news as well
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How to Read a Oews Articte'when you look over a newspaper, you rely on your initial previewing
strategies to decide what you will and won't read. If you are searching
for specific information, you will approach a newspaper differently
than if you were reading it for enjoyment.The following strategies
can be helpful when reading a news article.

=. Preview the selection before you read, looking at the headline,
the photographs, and the captions.The headline is meanr ro
get your attention and to give you an idea of what the text is
about.

r.tr Prepare questions based on who,what,when,where,why, and
how (X/5H) to guide your reading.

'; Keep the organizational pattern of news stories in mind as
you read. Most news stories follow an inverted pyramid
structure. The basic facts-who, what, when, where, why,
and how-begin the story. Supporting details, in order of
importance, follow these facts.This pattern allows the editor to
delete from the bottom if a story is too long for the space
allowed in the layout.

'-:..r Most of the details you read in the rest of the text will expand
theW5H but are not essential to the story.The body of a news
story may include quotations, descriptions, and background
information.

.= The conclusion may add an interesting point or question that
you might like to consider. Read it even if you are only
skimming the article.

Responding Criticattu to a news Articte
Your assessment of a journalist's writing wil rery on a careful
analysis of the facts provided, as well as on the way in which the author
presencs the information.

*" 'What is the writert purpose? To inform? To persuade? To
entertain?

.'s What is the tone of the piece?

.,f Is the writing style clear and concise? Are paragraphs short,
unified, and concise?
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For information on view-
ing television and print
news, see page 217.
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For information on

loaded words,
see page 143.

Determine the slant taken by the journalist.What has been
included or excluded in the writer's telling of the story?

How can you determine whether the writer is telling the
truth? Can the information be validated? Are there direct
quotations in the selection?

Can any bias be detected in the article? Are any loaded
words used?

Discuss or write a critical response to the lollowing news article. Use the questions
and suggestions included throughoutthis mini-lesson to help you develop your critical
response.

Ywgm #$-ffis#ffi#tr
by Arnber Rider
Calgary Herald
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Craig Kielburger. theToronro teen who became a much publicized
crusader against child labour, has now taken on the role ofauthor.

His book-Free The Children-is to be released today. It tells the stories
of children he! encountered working in sweatshop conditions.

"I wanced to give something back to all the chiidren who have inspired me
by telling their stories in this book," said Kielburger, who was in Calgary
Friday on a promotional tour.

All proceeds from the book are being used to fund projects established by
FreeThe Children, also the name of his foundation.

The aim of the book is also to encourage people, both young and old, to
get educated and active about the reality ofinternational child labour,
Kielburger said.

"I hope the book inspires people because the stories of the children' their
hopes and rheir dreams. inspired me so much."

Kielburger was inspired in 1995 by reading about Iqbal Mahish,
a 1,2-year-old Pakistani activist who was murdered for telling the world his
experiences as a carpet weaver.
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This spurred him to create the yourh organization which has blossomed
into chapters of young activisrs rhroughout North Anrerica and the many
Asian countries he has vjsired to learn about child slavery.

Kielburger. ar age 13. rook a seven-week trip to Asia in 1995 and early
1996 to study child labour, garnering major media coverage when he con-
fronted Prime MinisrerJean Chrerien who happened ro be visiting India.

chr6tien announced soon after that he wanred canada to consider tighter
imporr restrictions ro keep out products made with child labour.

Kielburger will visit three other Canadian cities in the nexr week ro do
book signings, slide shows and interviews about the publication.

,
What is the news afticle about?

How is the inlormation presented?

How does the organization ol the information suit the purpose ol the article? How
does it appeal to the intended audience?

ls the writer stating lacts or personal opinions? Are they appropriate to the form ol
news being written?

7
ls the headline appropriate and effective?

What techniques has the writer used to maintain the reader's interest (e.g., an
effective lead, descriptive language, direct and indirect quotations, interesting
photos and captions)?
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